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         Simpson:  With one step.  In other words what Mr. Sutten is 
         doing is know, anticipating and this is always good tactics for 
         counsel anticipating the objection, he throws it in and says, 
         "I'm not worried about those treaties they are no good anyways" 
         and this is why.  Now you could take advantage of that while 
         he's doing it.   
          
         Question: I suggest (?) if the crown were here the crown would 
         probably want to prove those treaties.  
          
         Judge:    Yeah, but the crown aren't here and I'm not worried 
         about the fact their not here.  I think your doing pretty well 
         for the crown even though your not the crown.  See you don't 
         have to prove the crown's case, you have to make sure that the 
         points are brought to my attention and I think your doing an 
         excellent job.  But, and I'm not unaware of the fact that you 
         are drawing to my attention the fact that there may be a very 
         good defense for the crown by proving the treaties, it may be 
         by proving the royal proclamation by proving the order of 
         council.  Maybe you can bring in other things, and don't feel 
         limited.  I mean I haven't cut you off on any questions about 
         the treaties.  All I've cut you off on is to go in debt as to 
         whether you can set aside in a particular community this or 
         that treaty.  It's not necessary for if the crown want to prove 
         that the treaties had the effect of removing aboriginal rights, 
         it is not necessary in my opinion, I may be wrong but I don't 
         think I am.  It is not necessary to prove by a (?) of evidence 
         that the treaties are there.  I think the fact that I would 
         suggest that all the crown would have to prove in this type of 
         thing is the treaties are signed and they've been accepted by 



         the people (inaudible) years.  Surely that's a prime of face 
         for the purposes of this year.  It may not be enough in the 
         Federal Corp., naturally.  
          
         Question: The problem I am concerned with is indeed the 
         signing, and that is where the distinction comes in.  You may 
         have in a ordinary law suit, I think that is how it has been put 
         to you, is a piece of paper it's in a form of a contract, and 
         if you look at the contract it talks about these terms and from 
         those terms you may be able to decide what kind of dealings 
         they had.  But your not proving the contract as such.  
          
         Judge:    Well then how would you suggest you would prove it?  
         Lets say you were asked a few treaty, what would you do if you 
         haven't done so fine?  
          
         Question: If the evidence ordinance act won't help me look for 
         the ordinance councel that will refer to... 
          
         Judge:    No, but at some point what would you as a friend of 
         the court and Mr. Sutten has completed his case look at the 
         issue and decide whether he has or has not proven his point on 
         (?), and if your worried that he may have or you feel the 
         responsibility of the court to bring out other evidence would 
         you not feel desposed at that point to call someone, perhaps 
         from the Archives in Ottawa or someone such as this to prove 
         the treaties if you don't think they've been proven 
         sufficiently?  
          
         Question: I satisfied as what I feel I would... 
          
         Judge:    Yeah, well your not being cut out at all, all we're 
         doing at the moment is effect processing the witnesses that are 
         still alive and are available and that Mr. Sutten, but don't 
         feel that you will have, if you feel that you should bring 
         other evidence to this this is why you are here is to bring it 
         definately.  If you recall at my opening remarks in Yellow 
         Knife well it's in my judgment here that I may feel that at 
         some point in remarks and they feel it necessary to call people 
         from the (?).  You may feel that you have to.  
          
         Question: I was directing my remarks at the court have stated 
         that this is not a decision action and I... 
          
         Judge:    Yeah, I don't consider that under a reference under 
         the key that I am here to prove or disprove conflict. 
          
         Question: I'm concerned My Lord, if you will give me leave to 
         prove the treaties if I can... 
          
         Judge:    I'm not stopping you. 
          
         Question: Then my (?) friend would be interested in attempting 
         to show that, to recend the treaties right on this hearing.  
          
         Judge:    Well I don't think I should go in that, why do you 
         think I should go that deep?  



          
         Question: Well my submission simply is that that the word 
         aboriginal title, I believe, has been used in the (?) and will 
         be determining the nature of the previous inquiry.  Then I'm 
         suggesting to you that historically speaking, and maybe I will 
         have to prove it strictly, there is two treaties.  And if my 
         little friend has indirectly, although that hasn't been a major 
         part of the inquiries so far, suggested that even if there were 
         treaties they are no good. 
          
         Judge:    Well or if there are treaties the construction of the 
         treaty, these treaties were for peace rather than for probably 
         for land.  That's a possibility, or that some of them never did 
         sign the treaties so that some people may be found by the 
         treaties and some may not.  There's all kinds of alternatives 
         and I have observed you directly your cross-examination along 
         with mine, you haven't been limited today have you?  
          
         Question: No.  
          
         Judge:    But now where would you want to go further at the 
         point, at the moment?  
          
         Question: Well I submit one base to just prove aboriginal 
         title.  For me to prove treaties and for Mr. Sutten to prove 
         the treaties for her good, or to attempt to do so.   
          
         Judge:    I don't consider the (?) has to take the full sign of 
         the defendant, I think the (?) merely has to point out that 
         there are other points, as you are doing, and see that they are 
         brought to the attention of the court and raised to some 
         extent; but I don't think you have a side.  I hope that helps 
         you.  
          
         Question: Well that certainly does, because on that basis I 
         will not prove the treaty.  

wn if they want to prove a side 

is of my making that submission My Lord, 

 

o you not feel that's open to argument as we go 

 friend admit as 

le have, some of them have 

 

estion: I mean other than the evidence.  

          
dge:    Oh I think the cro         Ju

         they should begin.   
          

estion: But the bas         Qu
         that is a point is that the treaty that I assumed existed in 
         some form or another would be the kind of document of contract
         that like in the Amending Statute that changes the situation as 
         it was before.  
          

dge:    Well d         Ju
         along or we get finished with the evidence?  
          

estion: For the time being say if my little         Qu
         to prove all the treaties, and... 
          

dge:    Well other than his peop         Ju
         said that they took treaty money and some of them have, I 
         believe, you had one signature accepting the treaty money. 
          
         Qu



          
         Judge:    Yeah.  But you may at some point, I would suggest 
         that when Mr. Sutten gets up and says, "I'm not finished with 

 

C. #2   Do you Edward Hardisy swear that you shall well and 

age 

C. #2   Do you David Forsay swear that the evidence you shall 

vid:    Yes. 

n 

        Chief Forsay, where do you live?  

vid:    Curve Lake.  

 treaty Indian?  

vid:    Yes.  

        And are you the chief of the Fort Wrigley Indian 

vid:    Yes.  

ich language do you speak?  

vid:    (?) 

        Showing you the copy of, rather I'm showing you 

gned 

         my sound" that if you think you should call evidence to take it
         further, bolster up the treaty that your worried about it, 
         think that is proper, I'm not cutting you off.   
          
         C.C. #1   ...to call Chief David Forsay. 
          
         C.
         truly interpret from this native language to the English 
         language and from the English language to the native langu
         all questions and all answers to the best of your skill and 
         ability without fear, favour, predjudice or causiality(?) to 
         any person or peron whosoever so you help you God? 
          
         Edward:   I will.  
          
         C.
         give to the court touching the matter in question shall be the 
         truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help you 
         God?   
          
         Da
          
         A.        Now you understand this man and then the other man 
         will ask question, you give the exact questions please and whe
         he gives his answer give the answer the best you can in 

 along          English.  If he makes a long statement stop him as you go
         so you can interpret before you forget what he said, okay?  
          

ward:   Yeah, okay.           Ed
          
         A.
          
         Da
          

        And are you a         A.
          
         Da
          
         A.
         Band?  
          
         Da
          

        And wh         A.
          
         Da
          
         A.
         exhibit 1.  Would you look at this document to see if you 
         recognize it, and also tell the court whether or not you si
         the original of this document.  
          

vid:    Yes it is signed.          Da
          



         A.        No, if he did sign it at Fort Ray.  Does he see his 

o.  

        Would you tell the court what sort of things the 

vid:    Pretty well the way the other Indians do, you know, 

        These people hunt in the bush.  Do they also trap and 

vid:    Yes.  

        And do the people go as far as into the mountains on 

vid:    Further back than the mountains, the first ridge.  

        According to what the chief himself knows, and 
is 

vid:    As far as he knows he says, his father has been here 

        According to what he has heard from the old people, 

people talking that 

people make their living.  

        And how far would the people go at present to look 

vid:    The only place they can get moose is by the 

         signature on this?  
          

vid:    On page tw         Da
          
         A.
         people from Fort Wrigley do to make their living?  
          
         Da
         by hunting out in the bush.  
          
         A.
         fish?  
          
         Da
          
         A.        Would you describe to the court, or tell the court 
         which lands around Fort Wrigley that the people used?  
          
         David:    Both sides of the river is the same.  That means 
         officially go over there Last Water Lake and then moose 
         hunting.  
          
         A.
         the west?  
          
         Da
         That means the first mountain beyond the Johnson River well 
         that we call (?). 
          
         A.
         according to what he has heard from older people such as h
         father, how long have the Slavey People been living in this 
         area?  
          
         Da
         quite a while now and well he was born I don't know where, but 
         he says his grandfather was around here. 
          
         A.
         and according to what he knows himself have the Indian people 
         ever sold their land to the government?  
          

vid:    He says, heard some of the old          Da
         they never gave their land away.  
          

        Getting back to how the          A.
         What sort of things do they hunt in this area?  
          

vid:    Moose, beaver, mutten and fish.          Da
          
         A.
         for moose?  How far from Fort Wrigley?  
          
         Da
         mountains.  
          



         A.        In the mountains?  

vid:    Yes.  

vid;    The only place there is caribou is back there 

        And the other place other than the Fish Lake, where 

vid:    That's that Long Wedge that's back... 

        Does he know, do you know how far over the years the 

        Did they used to go as far as the Yukon boarder?  

vid:    Yes, the old timer they used to go right over to the 

        The younger generation doesn't go as far?  

vid:    No. 

 the only questions I have. 

dge:    Thank you.  Mr. Smith. 

ith:    No questions.  

ian:    Chief does your band have a special area within which 

vid:    In the mountains we fish, we hunt lower then at Fish 

ian:    And are there other Indian bands that have their own 

vid:    It means that there's another bunch, (inaudible)  

ian:    Do the members of various members of bands come into 

ian:    Right now you people here don't mix with other band 

          
         Da
          
         A.        Did the people hunt caribou in this area?  
          
         Da
         (inaudible).  
          
         A.
         was the other place that he mentioned?  
          
         Da
          
         A.
         people have gone in search of moose or caribou into the 
         mountains?  Did they, have they gone as far as the Yukon 
         boarder?  
          
         David:    No they don't go as far as that.   
          
         A.
          
         Da
         Yukon, you know, but now younger generation they don't go as 
         far as that.  
          
         A.
          
         Da
          

        That         A.
          
         Ju
          
         Sm
          

dge:    Mr. Brian.          Ju
          
         Br
         you band members hunt, fish and trap?  
          
         Da
         Lake (inaudible).  
          
         Br
         hunting grounds?  
          
         Da
          
         Br
         each others territory? 
          
         David:    Yeah he says, they used to do that before but now 
         they don't. 
          
         Br



         members, or members from other bands that come here, is that 
         right?  
          

vid:           Da   Yes there's a, they get mixed sometimes when they go 

ian:    Is there anything such as the Wrigley band Hunting 

vid:    Yeah the only one here remember is hunting area, you 

ian:    Hunting or group area?  

vid:    Yeah.  

vid:    Yeah the bands organized that area themselves.  

vid:    Yes.  

ian:    And who are your neighbours to the east, which band?  

ian:    And who is the neighbour to the east and to the 

vid:    Fort Norman.  

ian:    Are you able to read a map?  

ian:    Are you able to recognize places from looking at 

vid:    If anything recognize it.  

dge:    I wonder if you could find out if that noise could be 

ian:    I'm showing you exhibit 7.  And can you show me Fort 

the 

         out hunting, sometimes to a settlement or (?).  
          
         Br
         Grounds that belong to the members of the band?  
          
         Da
         know, that's group area that's the only one that he remembers.  
          
         Br
          
         Da
          
         Judge:    You might ask him, just to clear it up, Mr. Brian, if 
         that's something the government organized for him.  
          
         Brian:    Is this something that the government has laid out, 
         or is this something that the Indian people among themselves 
         have set up?  
          
         Da
          
         Brian:    The band? 
          
         Da
          
         Br
          

vid:    Simpson.          Da
          
         Br
         north?  
          
         Da
          
         Br
          

vid:    You want him to show you...          Da
          
         Br
         maps?  
          
         Da
          
         Ju
         stopped because it bothers the court of order here. 
          
         Br
         Simpson on it just pointint to it?  And can you show me 
         Wrigley, pointing to the place marked wrigley?  And now 
         pointing to Fort Norman?  Can you indicate or tell me the 
         places where the boundary between the Fort Norman band and 
         land used by your band is?  
          



         David:    This means thats for hunting there. 

ian:    But you mentioned the places you underlined.  

ian:    Can you give us names of the places where you say 

dge:    You can read them out, Mr. Brian. 

ian:    Your pointing to the Dahadinni River.  Your pointing 

nzie 

ian:    Have you ever heard of treaty no. 11?  

vid:    Treaty no. 11 is (inaudible).  He doesn't know it, 

ian:    Have you heard from talking to your old people 
your 

vid:    He heard quite a bit about that treaty, you know, he 

ore, Mr. Interpreter. 

ward:   Yeah I says, he heard about that treaty from the old 

e are 

e 

yanto?  

vid:    Julian Oyanto.   

g?  

          
         Br
          
         David:    (inaudible) 
          
         Br
         this?  
          
         Ju
          
         Br
         to the Black Water Lake and River.  And how does the boundary 
         go on?  Pointing to Killer Lake.  To what place does your 
         hunting area go in the south, where does it cross the MacKe
         River?  So Wool River is the southern boundary.  Willow Lake 
         River?  Willow Lake.  And do your people go as far as the 
         places you have mentioned, or do they not go that far?  
          
         David:    Yeah, a few of them go that far but not all of them.  
          
         Br
          
         Da
         but he says he heard about it. 
          
         Br
         anything about a treaty signed between the government and 
         people in 1921?  
          
         Da
         was too young to gather all the information, you know.  Makes 
         it pretty hard for him to think.   
          

ian:    Could you say that once m         Br
          
         Ed
         people talking about it, you know, but he says, it was pretty 
         hard for him to answer questions like about the treaty.  
          

ian:    Can you go as far as saying that your old peopl         Br
         rare that there is a treaty between them and the government?  
          

vid:    Yeah the only thing that he heard from the old peopl         Da
         is the (?) called here is what he heard Oyanto say was, I been 
         feeling with the government people that the missionary man he 
         was out fishing, you know, but he just got home this Sunday 
         they were much older.  
          

ian:    Who is this O         Br
          
         Da
          
         Judge:    Now there were some people talking from the back 
         there would they change in what he was saying, or distructin
         Did you hear them?  Just tell them not to, to please be quiet.  
         But if there is something that they think you should know 



         before we quit they can tell this man here.  Would you explain 

d you give us the name of that chief again 

vid:    Chief Forsay.   

ian:    Chief Forsay, are what is described as a treaty 

vid:    Yeah he says, he is an Indian.  

vid:    Yeah the only job he has right now is helping the 

ian:    Do you get any money from the government for being a 

vid:    No. 

ian:    Is there any such thing as treaty time in Wrigley 

vid:    They used to give treaty money before, you know,...  

ian:    No I'm asking if it does every year.  If you remember 

Yeah.  

ian:    Do you get any money at those times?  

vid:    No.  

ther band members in Wrigley do they get paid 

 get paid at that time.  

ian:    When did you become the chief of your band?  

vid:    January, last January.  

ime and can you tell me the 

ust same 

dge:    What he wanted to know is how did he became chief. 

         that to them. 
          

ian:    Coul         Br
         please.  
          
         Da
          
         Br
         Indian?  
          
         Da
          
         Brian:    What kind of work do you do?  
          
         Da
         children in the Community Centre.  
          
         Br
         chief?  
          
         Da
          
         Br
         every year?  
          
         Da
         Trying to find is what time the treaty day was coming up this 
         year, or this... 
          
         Br
         regualarly there is a time of year each year when treaty money 
         is paid.  
          

vid:             Da
          
         Br
          
         Da
          

ian:    The o         Br
         money at those times?  
          

vid:    Yeah they all         Da
          
         Br
          
         Da
          

ian:    I was not here at that t         Br
         story of what was done before you became the chief?  
          

vid:    He says there's nothing happen, you know, j         Da
         as usual, you know; but I think he's got it the other way 
         around.   
          
         Ju



          
         David:    They pick him out of to be chief.  
          

ian:    They picked him out so he is chief?         Br  

vid:    Yes.  Can I correct that please?  Because he go in 
y 

ian:    Ask him to tell us all those things.  

vid:    He says that he won in the vote so he was elected 

ian:    Who helps deciding who is to be the chief?  Is it 

vid:    Yeah mostly the old people.  

ian:    The time when you were elected, the time when you 

vid:    Yeah he says, they had a meeting in Expo, you know, 

ian:    What happened to the old chief, did he die, resign or 

vid:    He's not dying, he's standing right here.   

ian:    Well maybe we'll let you, we'll make an exception and 

ward:   Well we had a meeting over there at the school, you 
 

dge:    Is the lawyers agree we'll accept that answer, not on 

ian:    Do you get $5. every year, treaty money?  

vid:    Yeah.  

as receive treaty money in the past, but he 
  

ian:    He hasn't received money as a chief yet?  

vid:    No.  

          
         Da
         straight line, you know, but he don't go around taking somebod
         else's gifts, you know.  We voted for him on paper.   
          
         Br
          
         Da
         chief.  
          
         Br
         just the old people, just the men; or what group of people 
         decides that?  
          
         Da
          
         Br
         became chief was there a meeting of the old people?  
          
         Da
         and then that's when they have the voting.  So he won in the 
         vote and he became the chief.  
          
         Br
         what?  
          
         Da
          
         Br
         let you tell us what happened.  What happened?  
          
         Ed
         know, well actually the band, you know, is suppose to have four
         years in all, elected for another four years while my time was 
         up, you know, so here's what I brought up.  I had election, you 
         know, so we picked out three guys who gave one voting.  Does 
         that satisfy?   
          
         Ju
         answer but from the horse's mouth.  (court room laughs) 
          
         Br
          
         Da
          

ian:    So he h         Br
         has not yet received treaty money as a chief, is that correct?
          

vid:    No.          Da
          
         Br
          
         Da



          
         Judge:    If that's all thank you very much, and thank him the 
         chief.  We'll have a short adjornment for giving the order... 
          
         C.C. #2   The Supreme Court is now open after adjournment. 
          
         C.C. #1   Phillip Mosses here, and again we're going to require 

ward:   Yes sir. 

C. #1   Thank you.  Jimmey Langis as well? 

dge:    Your still interpreter then eh, thank you.  

ND OF SIDE A) 

e 

ian:    Phillip Moses, would you tell the court you age?  

illip:  He says he might be around pretty close to 90.  

illip:  Yes. 

ian:    And how long have you lived in Fort Wrigley?  

 death 

ian:    He was brought up by a relative?  

nd up or does he 

e born?  

illip:  The ordinace here maybe one of them would know he 
he 

ow old were you when your father died?  

illip:  He doesn't remember his age, you know, but he says 

as he always lived in Fort Wrigley since that time?  

         an interpreter.  Will the same one do. 
          
         Ed
          
         C.
          
         Edward:   Yes. 
          
         Ju
          
         (E
          
         C.C. #2   Do you Phillip Moses swear that the evidence you 
         shall give the court touching the matter in question shall b
         the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help 
         you God?  
          
         Br
          
         Ph
          

ian:    And are you a treaty Indian?           Br
          
         Ph
          
         Br
          

illip:  He's been here for a long time, but he says          Ph
         (inaudible) he was working for his dad, both starved to
         when he was that big.  He was brought up by his relatives.  
          
         Br
          

dge:    Would his witness satisfied to sta         Ju
         want to sit down to give his evidence? 
          

ian:    Do you remember where you wer         Br
          
         Ph
         says, he's older than them but he says he doesn't know where 
         was born.  
          

ian:    H         Br
          
         Ph
         he did a little walking with snowshoes that's all he can 
         remember.  
          

ian:    H         Br
          



         Phillip:  He says, (inaudible). 

ian:    So he's never lived anywhere else other than For 

illip:  No. 

e 

illip:  He says in the old age he never seen no meetings no, 

ian:    So this was the first time that treaty was paid in 

illip:  He said that's the first time that the treaty was 

ian:    And he was present at that time in For Wrigley?  

ian:    And he mentioned his stepfather, was his stepfather 

illip:  Yeah they had him for like a man who spoke for them, 

ian:    His stepfather was the spokesman for the band, is 

illip:  Yeah. 

ian:    And what was his stepfather's name?  

ian:    What did they call him?  

illip:  Mozi. 

ou any idea how to spell it?  

ward:   He doesn't know. 

ian:    I believe the witnesses name would be an anglisized 

illip:  Yeah I think so.  

ian:    Would, do you remember if, I'll start again.  Do you 

          
         Br
         Wrigley?  
          
         Ph
          
         Brian:    Do you remember if at any time there was a meeting 
         between the people at Fort Wrigley and the government where th
         people of Fort Wrigley sold their land to the government?  
          
         Ph
         but he says we was the first meeting was at first three 
         payment(?).  His stepfather was a chief then, and his brother 
         (?) and went behind lodge again and said (?) and so forth, you 
         know, but that was a lot of lives.  
          
         Br
         Fort Wrigley, is that correct?  
          
         Ph
         paid out, and he says he didn't have any chief then.  
          
         Br
          
         Phillip:  Yeah.  
          
         Br
         the chief?  
          
         Ph
         you know, help them. 
          
         Br
         that correct?  
          
         Ph
          
         Br
          

illip:  Kids would call him Mozi.          Ph
          
         Br
          
         Ph
          

ian:    Have y         Br
          
         Ed
          
         Br
         version of that name I would suspect sir.  Would the English 
         way of saying his name be Moses?  
          
         Ph
          
         Br



         remember some of the promises that were made by the government?  

illip:  He says his stepfather had quite a talk with a 
he 

t 

ian:    Do you remember if any mention was made of land?  

ian:    If there were going to be any reserves he wasn't 

illip:  And along as, if the water is that way well they can 

ian:    Now I'm referring, I'm looking at a copy that reports 

 

illip:  Yes he knows.  

ian:    He knows someone called Yendo.  And did he know 

illip:  Yeah.  

do you recall how Yendo, well first of I 
 of 

illip:  He said he was Big Chief then. 

 of the first treaty 

 Yeah he said he was Big Chief then and the Bishop was 

ther was the spokesman for the people 

          
         Ph
         commissioner about this, you know, about...  But he said t
         commissioner said he would be given a boat load of groceries 
         for his band, get chickens and everything for a year.  And wha
         that moose and stuff like that, you know, they can kill as many 
         as they like until they are dead all, gone, you know.  He says 
         that's no lie, he says the sun sets in the west and the river 
         doesn't flow -- all lies. 
          
         Br
          
         Phillip:  Oh yeah he says, stepfather had quite a talk with the 
         commissioner and the old man said, the old man heard about this 
         reserves in the south, you know, and people, Indian people they 
         were pretty hard up and that's what they wanted on, you know, 
         but the old man says in the front the Indian reserve wasn't 
         touching enough money.  
          
         Br
         going to touch the money?  
          
         Ph
         look away the other (inaudible), you know, and everything, 
         there won't be no laws for them.  
          
         Br
         to be treaty 11 and the person shown is signing as chief for 
         For Wrigley is One Yendo.  Do you know someone called Yendo?  
         My question is does he know someone called Yendo?  Maybe if you
         ask him did he, you say do, does he.  
          
         Ph
          
         Br
         someone called Yendo in 1921? 
          
         Ph
          

ian:    Would,          Br
         should ask...  Do you remember if Yendo was chosen as chief
         the Wrigley people?  
          
         Ph
          

ian:    Yendo was Big Chief at the time         Br
         in 1921? 
          

illip:          Ph
         there with permission.  
          

ian:    But his stepfa         Br
         of Fort Wrigley prior to the treaty, is that correct?  
          

illip:  Yeah.          Ph
          



         Brian:    Do you remember why your stepfather was not made, did 

ays he was a pretty smart old man and a lot 

 

 

illip:  Yeah he says like in the old days, you know, people 
 

ian:    Do you remember how Yendo was chosen to be chief?  

ian:    He never saw Yendo sign anything at the time of the 

illip:  No.  

as it at the time of the first treaty that his 

id out he 
 

       wanted Yendo to be the chief.   

  Was Yendo the old man's 
lative?  

n-in-law. 

father say why he didn't want to be 
ief?  

man 
dn't want to be chief.  Well I refer to Hudson Bay, you know, 

e.  

ople were representing the government, does he remember what 

         not become chief?  
          

illip:  Yeah he s         Ph
         of people had a lot of respect for the old man, you know, but 
         he wouldn't take the job as chief.  And he said the reason he 
         won't be chief is because everything is going to be change like
         right now, you know, and so I guess that's why he never wanted 
         to be chief.  
          
         Brian:    Was he the spokesman for the people of Wrigley when 
         treaty was first, just before treaty was first paid, was he the
         one who talked on behalf of the people of Fort Wrigley? 
          
         Ph
         (inaudible) little bit of stuff, you know, for making the peace
         and so forth, you know.  But that's what the Hudson's Bay used 
         to do, used to hand it over to the old man that's what they, 
         they had respect for the old man, you know.   
          
         Br
          
         Phillip:  Yes he remember the old man didn't want to be chief, 
         you know, but he wanted his son-in-law to be chief.  But nobody 
         said they never seen Yendo sign anything.  
          
         Br
         first treaty?  
          
         Ph
          

ian:    And w         Br
         stepfather said that he didn't want to be chief?  
          

illip:  He has a, just before money was being pa         Ph
         asked the old man if he wanted to be chief and he said no, he
  
          
         Brian:    Was Yendo his relative?
         re
          
         Phillip:  So
          
         Brian:    Did your step
         ch
          

 Oh yeah him himself in a band, you know, the old          Phillip: 
         di
         in the old days when they used to send some stuff out, you 
         know, so the old man just give it out and then he's bring the 
         (?) on the paper, you know, instead of coming in all the tim
         Just like a out trader, you know, he used to look after that 
         for the Bay.  Maybe that's the reason he didn't want two jobs, 
         you know, maybe that's his reason.  
          

overnment people, white          Brian:    Does he remember what the g
         pe



         they did or said when his stepfather said he didn't want to be 

ment when they 
rst talked about treaty?  Do you remember what the government 

nt 
not 
  

your Honour. 

en has there been chiefs in your band,  

fs, there was treaty, you 

 so that the reporter 

that the first time a man became or was 
 time of the first treaty payment?  

that in 1921? 

 no paper work, you know, but 
 use his mind and he says 1921, but he doesn't keep no paper 

  Does that sound true, 1921?  

that time did you call your leaders spokesmen?  

re anything else done to Yendo becoming chief 
her than your stepfather saying I want Yendo my stepson to be 

 There wasn't very much discussion when they, when 
ndo was normally the chief, you know, but he said the Senson 

m 

         chief?  
          

 He doesn't know what date it was.           Phillip: 
          
         Brian:    But does he remember what the govern
         fi
         said or did when your stepfather refused to be chief?  
          
         Phillip:  He said the old man was (?) he was in governme
         people who persuaded him to be chief, you know, but he was 
         going to take it.  Yendo wants, he wanted Yendo to be chief.
          
         Brian:    That's all the questions I have sir. 
          
         Judge:    Mr. Brian, Mr. Smith. 
          
         Smith:    No I have no questions 
          
         Judge:    Okay Brian. 
          
         Brian:    Well since wh
         people who were known as chiefs? 
          
         Jimmey:   That was one of the chie
         know, but since, from 19 going back... 
          
         Judge:    Could you turn around this way

n hear you as well.           ca
          
         Brian:    Is it correct 

de a chief was at the         ma
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah,  
          
         Brian:    And was 
          
         Jimmey:   He says he doesn't keep
         he
         work.  
          
         Brian:  
          
         Jimmey:   Yes.  
          
         Brian:    Before 
          
         Jimmey:   Yes.  
          
         Brian:    Was the
         ot
         chief?  
          
         Jimmey:  
         Ye
         chief came down by boat and they had a meeting.  Yendo and hi
         had a meeting and he doesn't know what they were talking about 



         or discussing.  
          
         Brian:    Before 

eir spokesmen 
the first treaty time were there others, were 
other than your stepfather?  

sides his 
epfather.  

you stepfather the only person who talked to the 
y manager about furs and pelts?  

u ever talked to memeber of, to old people 
om other Indian bands?  

ather was a spokesman for the 
cKenzie River here and the band around here, and the 

e 
s 

an of the other bands that 
u know of only became chiefs around the time that the treaty 

ows the only spokesman they had at 
ther and the mountain Indians.  They 

  

 your stepfather receive treaty money in that year, in that 

He says they received, the old man (inaudible) the 
ner about like (inaudible) but the commissioner said 

 
promised 

me 
ceive treaty money, get treaty money?  

rough an interpreter that you heard what the 
 at that time?  

that was there Jimmy Sutherland. 

         th
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah there wasn't no other person be
         st
          
         Brian:    Was 
         Ba
          
         Jimmey:   Yes.  
          
         Brian:    Have yo
         fr
          
         Jimmey:   He says his stepf
         Ma
         mountaineers were, mountain Indians, you know, that's wher
         they used to stay they had their own spokesman - so there wa
         two.  But he doesn't remember ever speaking for the old man, 
         spokesman for the mountain Indians. 
          
         Brian:    Is it true that the spokesm
         yo
         time came first about?  
          
         Jimmey:   No as far he kn

at time was his stepfa         th
         were back in the mountains and they went right over to the 
         Yukon and that's where they were when the treaty was paid out.
          
         Brian:    Did you when the commissioner and Bishop were talking 
         to
         summer?  
          
         Jimmey:   

mmissio         co
         that nothing would be changed, you know, everything would be 
         the same as way back and it would be the same in the future.  
         And that's why the old man was having a talk with the 
         commissioner about, you know, that's why he didn't want them to
         touch their money, you know, but when the commissioner 
         the old man had everything that, the same as way back, you 
         know, that's why they took the money.  
          

our band at that ti         Brian:    Did all the other members of y
         re
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah.  
          
         Brian:    Is it th

mmissioner said         co
          
         Jimmey:   The interpreter that at 
          
         Brian:    Did he come with the commissioner or was he from 



         around here?  

ys he came down here with his own boat.  

g were the government people in Wrigley that 
me?  

  Two nights and one day.  
        

ng all the dicussions or 

st (?) each person got $12., you know, and 
en the next year it went back to, it went down to $5. and 

 

e commissioner said after I've given this money out, you 
ow, he says everything will be cheap in the store, you know, 

anon? 

mmey:   He doesn't know who it was, he just knows it was a 

ian:    Do you remember any of the names of the people who 

y 
nd and George McPherson, I think George was the 
ioner.  

 
 

ian:    Was the Bishop in demand from the R.C.M.P. an old 

          
         Jimmey:   He sa
          
         Brian:    Was that from Fort Simpson? 
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah. 
          
         Brian:    How lon
         ti
          
         Jimmey: 
  
         Brian:    And were you present duri
         just some of them?  
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah he was there until the treaty was made 
         (inaudible).  The fir
         th
         since then it's been $5.  
          
         Brian:    Did the permissionist party say what this money was
         for?  
          
         Jimmey:   No he says there was nothing said, you know, but he 
         says th
         kn
         and that only lasted two years. 
          
         Brian:    Did any of the important people who came from the 
         south speak your language?  
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah, there's the Bishop he understands Slavey. 
          

ian:    Was that Bishop Br         Br
          
         Ji
         Bishop anyways.  
          
         Brian:    Do you know if there was anybody from the R.C.M.P. 
         there?  
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah there was one R.C.M.P. 
          
         Br
         came?  
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah one of the people that he knew by name was Jimm
         Sutherla

mmiss         co
          
         Brian:    Does the name Conroy mean anything to you?  I'm

e name of the commissioner been Conroy?          sorry.  Could th
          
         Jimmey:   No he don't know.  
          
         Br



         person?  
          
         Jimmey:   Yeah the only thing he remembers was the Bishop was

but the R.C.M.P. looked quite young, he says.  
 

ND OF TAPE) 

         quite old 
          
         Brian:    Did... 
          
          
         (END OF SIDE B) 
         (E


